Fall I

Adult Tennis
Clinics

September 27November 12
(7 weeks)
For more information, please call
Jimmy Pinjuv at 318-5584

Beginner - W 8:00 - 9:00am (Start 10/6)
6 classes $13/class
Intermediate - T & Th 8:30 -10:00am
14 classes $19.50/class
Advanced -M & W 5:30 -7:00pm
14 classes $19.50/class
Cardio -TBD 7 Classes $13/class
*4 or more students required to hold clinics
** All prices above are package rates. Drop in rates
are $9 for 1/2 hour classes, $15 for hour, and $23
for 1 1/2 hour classes.
*** All clinics at The Canyons

Begin 9/25/21
To get the best
rate, buy a
package online
or at The
Canyons front
desk!

Beginner Adult Clinic
For people with no prior experience
or just a basic understanding of the
game. Drills designed to learn fundamental stroke technique will be utilized, as well as learning scoring and
strategy.
Intermediate Adult Clinic
For students who have more than a basic understanding of the game
and are looking to start refining their basic skills. More specific tennis technique, scoring, court position, and basic strategy would be the
main emphasis of this class. Movement drills will be incorporated at
this level.
Advanced Tennis Clinic
This clinic will be designed for the competitive adult player. A bit
more time and attention will be devoted toward giving individual instruction during drills. There will be some cardio type drills, along
with many match-play style drills,
Cardio Tennis Clinic
This fun, active clinic focuses primarily on the workout to help improve overall endurance & cardiovascular conditioning. Strength
training is a limited part of this workout to help improve the shape of
tennis specific muscles, ligaments & tendons as well. This is a fun
clinic that is taught on a scalable basis to meet each players needs.
Adult private lessons are $60/hr.
Semi-private adult lessons are $5 extra/person (up to 3).
Clinic sign-up sheets are in the clinic book at the front desk.
For more information, please call Jimmy Pinjuv at 318-5584.
Jimmy Pinjuv is an “Elite” certified USPTA professional.

